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Dedicated to Prof. H. Grell on his 70th birthday 
In the investigation of the lattice of semigroup varieties one of the basic questions 
is the description of those varieties which have the property that all their subvarieties 
are finitely based. In particular, this means finding finite systems of identities which 
cannot be extended to infinite independent systems. P. PERKINS [4] has shown that 
commutativity has this propety and the author of the present paper has extended 
this result to a large class of permutative identities [5] (as L. SHEVRIN informed me 
recently the same generalization had been obtained by A. ATZENSTAT).*) However, 
E. LYAPIN has disappointed those who had hoped to go far by this way: in [3] he 
has shown that "most" balanced identities can be included in infinite independent 
systems. Here we continue the work in this direction: we are going to show that 
semigroup identities which define hereditarily finitely based varieties belong to a 
few exceptional types. 
§ 1. The main results 
Consider the free semigroup F and the free monoid F° over a countably infinite 
alphabet X={xt\i=l,2, ...}. The elements of X will be occasionally denoted also 
by x, y, z, yh Z;. A word is an element of F°, its identity element being the empty 
word 0. If u, v£F° and there exist two further words u', u" such that u = u'uu" then 
ii is a part oft?. If m' = 0 or w" = 0 then u is a beginning part or an end part, respectively. 
Define the quasi-order on F by 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. u-civ (u, v£F) iff there exists an endomorphism cp: F-+F such 
that uq> is a part of v. 
If we denote the length of a word w by l(w) then u-<w obviously implies /(w) = 
=l(v). — N o w we extend the relation -a to subsets of F. 
*) Remark at sheet-proof: As a matter of fact, this result has been obtained already by 
PUTCHA and YAQUB (Semigroup Forum, 3 (1971) , 6 8 — 7 3 ) although they have not formulated it 
explicitly. 
ii 
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D e f i n i t i o n I'. U<aV (U, V ^ F ) iff u<iv for at least one pair (u, v)£UXV. 
In this case we say that V depends on U; in the oppositive case it is independent from U. 
N o t e that for subsets the relation <i is not a quasi-order. — If U= {«} we shall 
write also M<IV . 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. The set K ^ F i s dependent (in itself) if w C V f u } for some 
vfV, and independent in the opposite case. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3. A finite subset E / c F is an essentially finite set (EFS) if Uc\V 
holds for every infinite independent VQF. 
The significance of these not ions for our purpose is established by the fol lowing 
propositions. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. If the (finite or infinite) system of non-trivial semigroup 
identities 
(T) v2k-1 = vik (k = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
is such that V— {t>;|i = 1, 2, . . . } is an independent set of words then (t) is an independent 
system of identities. 
P r o o f . Denote by Kt the characteristic ideal of F generated by all v/s, y V / , 
i.e. the ideal generated by {Vj<p\j^i, <p€ End (F)} . It is easy to see that for every homo-
morphism F—F/Ki we have Vj%=0 for j v H so that all identities o f (t) but the 
one containing vt hold in F/Kt. On the other hand, the independence of V means 
that v^Kf so that the element v. of FjKi corresponding to under the natural 
homomorphism is not 0. Thus, n o identity in (T) fo l lows from the others. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Let (T) be as in Proposition 1 but infinite and 
(a) us = u's { s - \ , . . . , m ) 
arbitrary. I f F = { u f | i ' = l , 2, . . . } is independent from U={ui, ut\ l^i^m} then 
(CT)U(T) has no finite basis. 
Indeed, as above, none of the identities in (T) fo l lows from the rest of (<T)U(T). 
However, if a finite basis existed, it could be chosen as a subsystem of (O-)U(T). 
C o r o l l a r y . If <3 is a hereditarily finitely based variety of semigroups and 
(<y) is a basis of S then. U is an EFS. 
Indeed, in the opposite case an infinite independent system V would exist 
such that U non <s V and the subvariety o f ® defined by (a) U (T) would have no 
finite basis in virtue o f Proposit ion 2. 
By this Corollary, if we succeeded in determining all essentially finite subsets 
o f F we could attain a considerable restriction of the scope of varieties which may 
be hereditarily finitely based. In this paper we determine all EFS's with 1 or 2 elements. 
It holds obviously: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. If £/££/' and U is an E F S then so is U'. 
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More generally, 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. If U is an EFS and U' is a finite set of words such that U'<i {w} 
for every u(iU then U' is an EFS, too. 
Indeed, every set depending on U depends on ¿7'; so do all infinite independent 
sets. 
In what follows we need some further definitions. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4. Two words u, v are relatively prime if no letter occurs in both 
of them. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5. u is a closed part of v if v=u'uu" and u is relatively prime to 
u', u". If u(zX it is said to be a closed letter. 
D e f i n i t i o n 6. The decomposition v~v1 ... vk is closed if every pair vt, Vj 
( i ^ j ) is relatively prime. (Notation: v = vl... vk.) 
D e f i n i t i o n 7. A type T is a subset of F consisting of all automorphic images 
of any of its own elements. 
In other words T consists of all elements of F which differ from each other 
only by the notation of letters. If u£T we shall write also T=T(u). 
D e f i n i t i o n 8. A word is simple if all its letters are closed (i.e. if they are all 
distinct). Denote the set of nonempty simple words by X*. 
n 
D e f i n i t i o n 9. Let T be a type. The word v is T-simple if v = ]J v{ where 
/=1 
v^TUX*. Denote the set of all nonempty T-simple words by T*. 
In what follows, for UQF we shall denote U U{0} by U°. Put furthermore 
r „ = { » | o = i 7 » „ ® , € r } and T1 = T*\T0. 
/=1 
N o w we formulate the main results of our paper. 
T h e o r e m 1. The one-element set {«} is an EFS i f f u£_ T(xyx)[JX*. 
T h e o r e m 2. The two-element set U is an EFS i f f its elements are of type T 
and T', respectively, where one of the following cases holds (v, v', w, w' always denote 
closed parts of the corresponding words, w, w'£X*°): 
(a) T= T(w), T' arbitrary, w^Q; 
(b) T=T{xyx), T'arbitrary, 
(c) T= T(xwx), T' = T(x1y1x1w'x2y2x2), w, 
(d) T= T(xyzx), T' = T(vwv'), v, D 'er fx 2 ) 0 ; 
(d') T= T(xyzx), T' = T(x2); 
(cO T= T(xyzx), T' = T(x
2 wyzy); 
(e2) T= Tixyzx), T' = T(yzywx
2); 
(f) T=T(wxyxw'), T' = T{ v), viT*(x*); 
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(gl) T=T(xyxw), T' = T(xvyx), v£T*(x2); 
(g2) T= Tfwxyx), T' = T(xyvx\ vfT*(x2); 
(hj) T— T(xyxz), T' = T(xvx), vdT^x2); 
(h2) T=T(zxyx), T' = T(xvx), vZT^x2). 
§ 2. Only if 
In order to prove the "only if" parts we are going to list eight infinite independent 
word sets (Proposition 5); we shall see that all one- and two-element sets which 
the infinite subsets of the sets, V1, ..., VI depend on are those mentioned in the 
theorems. — For not to be obliged to prove the independence of each Vt separa-
tely we shall use the following 
Lemma. Let u, u' and w be words having the following properties: 
i) their first letters coincide with the last ones; 
ii) / ( w ) > l ; 
iii) I / / ( M ) > 1 ( / ( « ' ) > 1 ) then u non < w (u' non <a w); 
iv) if I (u) = I (/(«') = 1) then the letter u(u') occurs in u'(u). 
Then the set ( ( n \ 1 
v= \vn\v„ = W I IJ w , | « ' , T{w), vi ' ; closed} 
is independent. ' ' 
S k e t c h o f the p r o o f . Suppose vncp is a part of vm for n<m. First one shows 
that ucp=u and u'q>=u' (this follows from i, iii, iv and the fact that wt is closed); 
hence vn(p = vm and l(wkq>)>l(w) for some k^n. However, this is impossible by 
i, ii and the same fact as before. 
N o w we obtain immediately 
n n 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5. Put an— IJ x2i-ix2ix2i-n bn= J] x2. Then the sets 
/=i i=i 
Vx = ... xn_1 xnxn^i ... | n = 3, 4, ...}, 
Vi = {yiZiZzy1ar ,y2z3z4y21 « = 1, 2, ...}, 
= {ya„y I " = 1,2, ...}, 
V,= {y\any\\n=\,2,...}, 
V& = {yx^y\b n y 2 z 2 y 2 | /2 = 1, 2, ...}, 
V« = {ybny\n=\,2,...}, 
Ve' = {yzyb„z\n = l,2, ...}, 
K6"= {zb„yzy\n=\,2, •••} 
are independent. 
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P r o o f . For VX this is known [1], for the rest it follows from the Lemma. 
Before reverting to our Theorems, we state some simple propositions which 
we shall use later without refering to them. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6. If u£X* then MOD i f f l(u)^l(v). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 7. xyx non <i v i f f v£T*(x2). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 8. v£T*(xyx) i f f x2 non <i v, xyzx non o v. 
P r o p i s i t i o n 9. If u<p = v1v2vs, v2 closed, then u =• uxu2u3, u2 closed, ui<p = vi 
0 = 1 ,2 , 3). 
N o w we can prove the "only i f" parts of both theorems. 
N e c e s s i t y (Theorem 1). If {«} is essentially finite and u is not simple then 
w o Vx implies x2 non o u. Hence, by MO Vg, u must be of the form xwx, w simple. 
However MO V4 implies /(vt>) = l . 
N e c e s s i t y . (Theorem 2). Suppose {7={M1; M2} is a minimal EFS (i.e. u1} M2$ 
iT{xyx)UAT*). Put first X 2 O M 2 . Then U<iVl implies x 2 non o ux. By the same 
reason, no letter can occur in ut more than twice. Moreover, u1<aV1, u1oV2 imply 
that at most (and then, by minimality of U, exactly) one letter may occur twice. 
Indeed, if x f and x} both occur twice in ux and say, the first occurance of x f precedes 
that of Xj then either this latter precedes the second occurance of xi(u1 =... xt... Xj ... 
... . . .) and Mx non o V2 or else (i.e. if ut = ... x{ ... xt ... Xj ... Xj ...) ux non o Vx. 
Thus, M1=wx£W'xfvf" (w, w', w" simple and closed). Furthermore uxoF2 entails 
/ ( w ' ) s 2 and, since MxO V3, we have w=w"=0 if /(n>')> 1. Hence u1=xixjxkxi 
Or = WX^YXJW". 
In the first case uL non o F4 , ux non o V5 and so M2OF4 which implies u2£ 
£T(x2) — case (d') — or u2 = vxqu2 with vx,v2£T(x2)U T(xyx)UX, x 2 non <i q, 
q?£0 if vx, V2£T(X2), and w 2 o V5 which implies xj>x non o q, q^Q if v±, v2£T(xyx). 
N o w x 2 non o q, xyx non o q give q£X*° and we get either one of the cases (d), 
(d'), (ex), (e2) or a subcase of or (g2). 
If Mt = wxtXjXiw' then vv= iv '=0 is impossible in virtue of the minimality of 
U. Suppose w^Q. Then ux non <I Ve, M 2 O F 6 and either u2£T*(x2) and we obtain 
case ( / ) or u2=xm+1vxm+1, v£T*(x2), v closed. In the latter case u2 non o V5, 
ux<iV-0-, hence w ' = 0 . Furthermore, if t>£r0(x2), l(v)=2m then u2 non o K5fm) = 
— {yb„y | n>m). Thus, v6Tx(x2). N o w if l(w) — \ we have case (h2); if / ( w ) > l then 
«! non o Ve, M2OF6 which implies v = yv' and we obtain (g2). The case where 
w'^Q can be settled analogously. 
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N o w let x 2 n o n c ult x2 non <¡ w2. Put u^Vg; then u1=xm+1wxm+1, w£X*, 
closed, / ( w ) > 1 by the minimality of U. N o w ux non V5, and thus u2±wu'w' 
where w, w'fT(xyx)°, u'fX*. If w, » V 0 we have case (c), if w=& or w ' = 0 we get 
a subcase of (g-¡) or (g2), respectively. This completes the proof of the necessity. 
§ 3 . If 
In proving that the sets given in Theorems 1 and 2 are essentially finite we have 
to show that infinite sets depending on them are dependent in themselves. For this, 
we need some theorems which assure the dependence of certain types of infinite 
sets, and these theorems in their turn are based on some results in the theory of 
q.o. sets. We are going now to quote these latter ones. 
D e f i n i t i o n 10. The quasi-ordered set P is a well quasiordered set (WQOS) 
if it satisfies the descending chain condition and does not contain infinite independent 
subsets (i.e. infinite sets of pairwise incomparable elements). 
Next we give some plain facts. 
(I) Let P be a quasi-ordered set. If there exists a mapping y of P in a WQOS 
R such that py=p' y implies p=p' then P is a WQOS itself 
Let us mention two important particular cases: 
(Ij) A-subset of a WQOS is a WQOS. 
(I2) If -< is a refinement of the q.o. on P and P is a WQOS under < then so 
it is under «<. 
(II) The union of a finite number of WQOS's is a WQOS. 
N o w let P be a q.o. set. Define a q.o. on the set P of all finite sequences of ele-
ments of P by 
i = (Pi, • •• = />„) = (P'i, —,P'J = n' 
iff there exists a subsequence (p't¡, ..., p'¡ ), 1 íái^ of n' such that 
pj^p'ij. The following proposition is a consequence of a theorem of G. HIGMAN [2]. 
(III) If P is a WQOS then so is P. 
We prefer to give here a self-contained proof. First of all, the classical theorem 
o f RAMSEY i m p l i e s : 
(IV) The direct product of a finite number of WQOS ' s is a WQOS. 
It is routine to check the validity of the descending chain condition in P. N o w 
supposePj is an infinite independent subset of P and let n=(p1, ...,pn) be an element 
of minimal length in Pj. Suppose n' = (p1, . . . , p k - x ) is the maximal segment of n 
such that the subset | TL'^Q} of P1 is infinite; obviously, 0 C h o o s e 
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a subsequence i?' = 0 - e ( i) , . . . , re(k-i)) in e a ° b s u c h that p ¡ ^ r e W , each q(í) 
as small as possible. By (IV) and the theorem of RAMSEY there exists an infinite 
subset R' of R such that the set R"= {g' is totally quasi ordered (i.e. any two 
elements of R" are comparable). 
N o w we "break up" the elements of R': for each Q£R' put g ( i ) = {r e ( i _ 1 ) + 1 , 
. . . , >'fl(¡)-i} where g(0)=0, д(к)=1(д) + 1 and g(i) is defined as above if l^i^k—l. 
It can be seen easily that every component of <?(l) (i= 1, . . . , k) is either strictly less 
then Pi or incomparable with it. At least one of the sets _/?(i)= {g ( i ) | g£.R'}must con-
tain an infinite independent subset; indeed, in the opposite case all they are WQOS's 
and, by (IV), so is the direct product Q=R"®R(1)®...®Rm. However then the 
mapping y. R' — Q (gy = (g', g(1\ . . . , qw)) satisfies the conditions in (I) and there-
fore R' is a WQOS which is a contradiction. 
Suppose R(il) contains an infinite independent subset P2. Repeating the above 
construction, we find a component p¡ ¡ of a vector of minimal length in P2 such that 
there exists an infinite independent set Ps consisting of vectors with components 
stricly less than or incomparable with p ^ . Thus we obtain an infinite series p^, 
p¡ i , ... of elements of P having the property that every member of it is either strictly 
less than or incomparable with each of the preceding ones which is impossible. 
In applying these facts to word sets we shall use besides о three further relations: 
D e f i n i t i o n 1,. a < | t iff there exists an endomorphism <p\ F— F such that 
u<p is an end part of v (u = v' -ucp). 
D e f i n i t i o n l r . u~=3rv iff there exists an endomorphism q>\ F-*F such that 
u<p is a beginning part of v (v=uq>-v'). 
D e f i n i t i o n lq. u~aqv iff there exists an endomorphism q>: F — F such that 
V = U(p. 
For a set of words К the q.o. set {V, о } will be simply denoted by V; furthermore, 
we shall write 
r, = {V, -a,}, Vr = {V, or}, Vq = {V, o j . 
Obviously, all these sets satisfy d.c.c. By (I2), if Vq is a WQOS then so is V¡ and1 
VP and if either of these latter ones is a WQOS then so is V. 
We introduce an operation о on sets of words as follows: 
Uo V = {w I w = uv, ueu, v£V}. 
It holds 
T h e o r e m 3. Let U, W, V„ V{, Wq, Wq be WQOS ' s . Then V'oV, (V'o W)„ 
(W'oV)r and (W'oW)q are WQOS'i. Moreover, if either the last letter of every 
element of U and V or the first letter of every element of U' and V is closed then 
UoU', (UoW'),. (WoU'), and (Vo V')q are W Q O S \ too. 
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P r o o f . Let us prove the assertion concerning UoU'\ in the other cases the 
proof runs analogously. Suppose for example that U={ui\ui = u* ys, i— 1 , 2 , . . . } , 
U' = {u'j\j= 1, 2, .. .}. Then UoU' = {wij\wij = uluj}. N o w the direct product UXU' 
is a WQOS by (IV). Consider the mapping y: UoU'-UxV defined by wu y = (wf, u]). 
N o w let (ult u'j)s(uk, u'p) i.e. ui<auk, u'joui arid, say, uk = s(ui(p)t = s(uf(p)(yicp)t, 
•it'i =s'(Uj\]/)t'. As u* and u) are relatively prime and none of them contains y„ 
there exists an endomorphism F—F such that ufy = u*(p, UjX = Uj\j/ and y\y_ = 
=yiq>'ts'. Thus wkl = ukui=sWijXt', i.e. w^c wkl. Hence the assertion follows by (I). 
T h e o r e m 4. Let T be a type. Then T*, T,*, T*, Tlq are WQOS ' s . 
P r o o f . First remark that X* and T0r are WQOS's. Hence, by Theorem 3 
(case (VoV')q) and (II), the posets T^ = (TnoX*)q and 2? = (7". U X*)q are WQOS's. 
Using the notation T'* = {w\w = flu, i^T"}, we have r 1 = A r * U r * U ( J r * o r * ) U 
U(r,"U(Jr*or*))o7'o- Thus, it suffices to show that T{* is a WQOS since then by 
Theorem 3 (T'oT'% and hence (T'U(T'oT'*))q = Tq* are also WQOS's. Using 
again Theorem 3, (I2) and (II) we conclude, furthermore, that Tlq and T*=(T0 U 7V)P 
are WQOS's, too. The rest follows by duality and by (I2), respectively. 
Since T'q is a WQOS, the same follows from (III) for the set of finite sequences 
T~q. Consider the mapping y: T[*-Tq defined by wy = ^ f [ t ^ y = (h, ...,t„) (t&T'). 
m 
We have to show that y satisfies the condition of (I). Put w'— ¡J t'jf T'* and 
j=i 
suppose (?!, . . . , tn)^(t[, ..., O in Tq, i.e. ti-aqt'h for some l = = 7 i < . . . <jn = m -
In other words, there exist endomorphisms <pf: F — F (i = 1, ...,n) such that ti(pi = t'u. 
Denote the last letter of tt by yt; then = Since t f , ...,t$ are pairwise relatively 
prime and they do not contain yu ...,y„, there exists an endomorphism cp: F — F 
Jt+i-1 
such that t*(p = t*(pi for i= 1, ...,«; yt(p =yi<pt • [J t'k for i=l', ...,n— 1 and 
k=j,+I 
m j( + i - l m f Ji- l 
yn<P=-yn<Pn n t'k- Hence tt<p= ¡1 t'k for i<n,tn<p= ]J tk and w'=\ [J tk 
k=in+1 k=j, k=j„ U=1 
X (wcp). The theorem is proved. 
T h e o r e m 5. Let V={vt \ i= 1, 2, . . .} be a set of words. Suppose there exist 
natural numbers k, I, n and n types T(L), ..., TM such that every vt has a decomposition 
n 
vi = »io- II uuvu wf>ere j=i 
a) l (uu) 5 /, 
b) V i j e T ^ o , 
c) V;j is closed if non-empty, 
d) if l(vu) > k for some 7 V 0, n then vu € T(J). 
X 
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Then V is dependent. Moreover, if vi0^0 (v^Q) for every i then Vr ( V¡) is dependent 
as well. 
P r o o f . We shall prove that F contains an infinite WQOS. Indeed, there is 
only a finite number of sequences ult ...,un of words of bounded length. Consequently, 
V has an infinite subset V' such that to every v¡£ V the same sequence M1; . . . , un 
corresponds. N o w F ' = F * U F * * where Vg = {u¡ | v¡6 V , F0** = F ' \ F 0 * . 
Put Vg = V0* if Vg is infinite and Vg= Vg* in the opposite case. Construct in a si-
milar way consecutively i V'n with either V'r = V* = {v¡ | v¡£ V'r_l, 
or V'r = Vr'_j\V*. For sake of simplicity suppose Uj^Q and, for 0, yV/i, 
V'j = V* (in the opposite case we possibly had to change the parameters k,l,n 
and the decomposition of vt). Put T^(k) = {w \ w£T¡J\ l(w)^k}, Uj = T[J)UT^(k) 
for l ^ n - l , U0=Tm* or {0} according to F 0 ' = F * or V** and Un = TM* 
or {0} according to V'n = V* or V**. Then v^Uj for v^V'n, and UJq ( l ^ j ^ n - l ) 
as well as £/„,, Unr (if different from {0}) are WQOS's. This implies that A = Uol X 
x [ " f f U j ^ x U n r is also a WQOS. Define y: V'n-A by = / 7 UjV,^ y = 
= (vi0, ...,vin). Suppose vh£ V'n and (vi0, ..., vin)^(vh0, ..., vhn) in A, i.e. vh0= 
= w-(vi0(p0), vhn = (vin(pn)-w' (if non-empty) and vh~vlj<pj{j= 1, ...,n-1) with some 
suitable endomorphisms q>0,...,cpn of F. In consequence of c), there exists 
<p: F^ F such that uj(p = u¡, vij(p = vij<pJ so that vh = w(v¡cp)w'. Consequently, F„ 
is an infinite WQOS and therefore contains comparable elements which completes 
the proof. 
N o w we are in position to prove the second parts of Theorems 1 and 2. 
S u f f i c i e n c y (Theorem 1). In consequence of Proposition 6, every infinite 
set depends on X*. If u6 T(xyx) and u non <¡ Fthen, by Proposition 7, VQ T*(x2) 
and it is dependent in itself by Theorem 4. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
S u f f i c i e n c y (Theorem 2). We shall show that U is an EFS in cases (c), 
(ei), (f), (gi), (hi) and in the subcase of (d) where v, v'£T(x2). Cases (e2), (g2), (h2) 
follow then by duality, (</') and the rest of (d) from Proposition 4, and (a), (b) from 
Proposition 3. In all cases the proof consists in finding the general form of words 
which are independent from U and in a subsequent application of Theorem 5 to 
infinite sets consisting of such words. Thus, put U non <¡ q. If q = qxxq2 we shall 
say that x occurs in q later (earlier) again if q2 = q'xq", q'(q1=q'xq", q"^Q). 
C á s e (c). Let q = q' tq" where q', q"í T* (x2)0 and either t = 0 or the first letter of t 
occurs later again, the last one earlier again in q. We have l(t) < 21 ( w ) + / ( » / ) -I- 2. Indeed, 
the number of letters between the first and last occurrance of the extreme letters 
of t cannot exceed l(w) — 1, and the number of those between the last occurrance 
of the first letter of t and the first occurance of the last one must be less than l(w'). 
Put k arbitrary, l=2l(w)+l(w'}+l, n = 1, T m = T(1) = T(x2) and apply Theorem 5. 
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C a s e (d), v, v'g T(x2). Letq = q'tq" where q'g"€ T"(xyxf, t=x2t'x) or Г(х2)0 
(as xyzx non <J q, such a decomposition exists by Proposition 8). Then l{t')<l(w) 
and we can apply Theorem 5 with к arbitrary, l=l(w) + 3, л = 1 , Т(0) = Т ы = Т(хух). 
C a s e (e^. Since xyzx non q, there exists a decomposition q = q'tq" where 
q'ZT*{xyx)°, q"eT*(x2)0 and t=x2t'xxjxkxi (or i = 0). Then l(t')<l(w). Put к 
arbitrary, l=l(w)+4, n = l, T w = T(xyx), Г'° = T(x2) and Theorem 5 yields the 
dependence. 
C a s e ( f ) . If q=giXjq 2 Xjq 3 with q^® then either /(^1)</(vv) or l(q3)<l(w'). 
Hence q=tq't' where l(t)^l(w), l{t')^l(w') and q'eT*(x2)0; moreover, if xti, ..., 
Xj are the letters which occur in q' and in either t or t', too, then q=tv0 ^ Ц x'j Uyj t' 
where £, = 1 or 2, Vj€ T*(x2)0, Vj closed if non-empty and if l{v})^2m(v) {m(v) 
denotes the number of different letters in w) then Vj £ Тг (x2) (in the opposite case 
we had v<aq). Thus, we can apply Theorem 5 putting k = 2m(v), l=2(l(w)+l(w')), 
some n^l(w) + l(w') +2 and T(0) = ... = T(n) — T(x2). 
C a s e (gj). Here q=v0^ J] хЦ j t where l(t) — l(w), x-h, ..., x^ are different 
letters occurring also in t, Sj = 1 or 2, Vj £ T* (x2)0, Vj closed if non-empty and VjfT^x2) 
if l(vj)>2m(v), yVO (in the opposite case xvyxoq). One can apply Theorem 5 with 
k=2m(v) + l, l=2l(w), some n^l(w) +1 and T m = ... = T(n) = T(x2). 
C a s e (hi). N o w either qf T* (x2) or q = v0 xi xt where s = 1 or 2, v0, vx £ T* ( x 2 f , 
closed, and u1 f_Tx{x2) if l(v1)>2m(v). Again, put к=2m(v), 1=2, n=-2, — 
= T(1) = T(2) = T(x2) (as a matter of fact, T ( 2 ) is unrelevant since i/ .2=0). 
Theorem 2 is proved. 
C o r o l l a r y . If the identity u = u' defines a hereditarily finitely based variety 
then the pair of types T(u), T(u') is one of the pairs (a)—(h2). 
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